We analyzed statistical properties of earthquakes in western Anatolia as well as the North Anatolian Fault Zone (NAFZ) in terms of spatio-temporal variations of fractal dimensions, p-and b-values. During statistically homogeneous periods characterized by closer fractal dimension values, we propose that occurrence of relatively larger shocks (M >= 5.0) is unlikely. Decreases in seismic activity in such intervals result in spatial b-value distributions that are primarily stable. Fractal dimensions decrease with time in proportion to increasing seismicity. Conversely, no spatiotemporal patterns were observed for p-value changes. In order to evaluate failure probabilities and simulate earthquake occurrence in the western NAFZ, we applied a modified version of the renormalization group method. Assuming an increase in small earthquakes is indicative of larger shocks, we apply the mentioned model to micro-seismic (M<= 3.0) activity, and test our results using San Andreas Fault Zone (SAFZ) data. We propose that fractal dimension is a direct indicator of material heterogeneity and strength. Results from a model suggest simulated and observed earthquake occurrences are coherent, and may be used for seismic hazard estimation on creeping strike-slip fault zones.
Introduction
Fractals are self-similar and scale-invariant objects. Fractal analysis provides a good proxy for analysis of a system with uncharacteristic size (or scale). This approach requires that the number of objects exceeding a specified size have a power-law dependence on the size. 1 The power of the mentioned relation, called fractal dimension (Equation 1), is used to define scale-invariant systems. Briefly, fractal dimension indicates the extent of data scattering. Higher fractal dimension values show increased randomness, while the zero values imply a completely deterministic system. (1) where Ni is the number of objects with length (size) ri, C is the ratio constant and the exponent D represents fractal dimension. Fractal dimensions of any order can be found by using Equations 2 and 3. 2, 3 (2) (3)
In Equations 2 and 3, C q (r) is referred to as correlation function, H is the Heaviside Step Function, and q is the order of statistical moment. The source code used in this study is modified from Sarraille and Difalco, 3 and implements the algorithm of Grassberger and Procaccia, 2 and Liebovitch and Toth. 4 In 2D systems such as earthquake epicenter distributions, fractal dimensions range from 0.0 to 2.0. Here, we use only the first three dimensions: D 0 , capacity dimension; D 1 , information dimension; and D 2 , correlation dimension. Among the most studied scaling parameters, Gutenberg and Richter 5 's b-value is defined as a semi-logarithmic relationship between cumulative earthquake occurrence and magnitude (Equation 4). The b-value is commonly accepted as 1.0 for global seismicity. [6] [7] [8] However, on a regional scale, it may vary between 0.5 and 1.5 9 , or 0.8 and 1.2 7 . The bvalue may be constrained by and directly proportional to heterogeneity and crack distribution in the crust. 10 According to Wyss 11 and Scholz, 12 regional stress and b-value are inversely proportional.
(4) Aki 6 proved that the b-value is scale invariant and its relationship to generalized fractal dimension can be described as D=2b. Further development of Aki 6 's generalization reveals dependence of this linear relationship on magnitude: D=3b, D=2b, and D=b for small, intermediate and large events, respectively. 13 According to Sukmono et al., 14 fractal dimensions follow a pattern closely related to fault friction, which drops with large earthquakes. Consistent results from micro-crack investigations 15 window shifts of 0.5 days. Calculations were repeated using an earthquake occurrence of 450, based on average number of events in ideal time windows. A grid scale of 0.3 by 0.3 degrees with shift of 0.1 degrees was used for spatial analysis. We used the least squares method to determine both b-and p-values. The catalog completeness magnitude for NAFZ is visually determined as M=4.0, using the magnitude-cumulative earthquake occurrence plot. All fractal dimensions are determined with the box counting algorithm. In order to avoid human error arising from digitization, complex geometry, or lack of other fault information, we preferred to use better-constrained earthquake loci for capacity dimension calculations, which is often related to fault distribution. In our simulated approach based on Smalley et al., 19 we aimed to forecast microearthquake (M<=3.0) frequency for a given duration. Reference (F 0 ) and transferred stresses (F) are accounted for in the original model (Equation 5 ). This form of the equation is equivalent to Weibull distribution, widely used in fracture mechanics. 8 value of fracture pc=0.2063. Stresses applied to fault segments exceeding threshold probability result in fault failure, and consequently stress release, reducing the likelihood of further failure. During failure, stress release is simulated as stress transferred to adjacent segments. 8 (5)
Our five-step modified version of the model of Smalley et al. 19 begins with subdivision of fault zone into dx=0.08 degrees one dimensional segments, incorporating both USGS and KOERI data. Segment length was determined by creating inter-event distance histogram for successive shocks. The upper magnitude limit for micro-earthquakes was chosen as 3.0. Following subdivision, segments are assigned strength values (s) according to Equation 6 , where D uniform =2.0 and D 0 is capacity dimension.
(6)
Threshold probabilities (p c ) for each segment are calculated using Equation 7 , where F c denotes threshold stress ratio of 0.4807.
(7)
A reference stress accumulated over 150 years is assumed. In this case, for each time interval (dT=0.5 days) dF=F.dT. After strength values are set, the first catalog earthquake is assigned to the corresponding segment. The stress in failed segment is distributed along adjacent segments until failure probability is lowered below the default threshold value. At each time step, we apply tectonic stresses and repeat calculations until the end of duration. Finally, we renormalize simulated number of earthquakes according to their correlation with observations. Our model is based on the assumptions of one earthquake occurrence per each time interval, and material homogeneity of fault segments.
Results
Closer fractal dimensions are referred to as statistically homogeneous (monofractals), while increasing dimension differences define statistical heterogeneity. Analysis of both event and time window temporal fractal dimensions demonstrate that statistically homogeneous periods are characterized by a lack of large earthquakes (M>=5.0). Following such periods, as the fractal dimension differences increase, larger events occur more frequently. Repeated calculations focused only on western NAFZ using different window length are consistent. However, comparison between this observed pattern and faulting types revealed no apparent relation (Figure 1) . Although, no b-and p-value anomalies are observed, b-values show a broader scale trend (Figure 2) . Regions of spatially concentrated seismic activity are positively correlated with fractal dimensions (Figure 3 ). This correlation is quantitatively expressed as ln[ln(N)]=αexp (Dq) (± 0.11), where N is the number of earthquakes, Dq is fractal dimension of any order, and α being the ratio constant. For western Anatolia, the constant α is 0.59, 0.67, and 0.68 for the statistical moment order q=0, 1, 2, respectively (Figures 4, 5) . Moreover, larger earthquakes tend to be associated with regions having the globally accepted b-value of 1.01 (± 0.01), and are less common in areas with b-values outside this range.
The relation between fractal distribution and seismicity is further supported by our modeling results. After renormalization, observed and simulated seismicity are coherent for microearthquakes, as quantitively expressed by the following equations 
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Discussion
Globally, b=1.0 is commonly accepted as the normal value. [6] [7] [8] For western Anatolia, we obtain b=1.01 (± 0.01) consistent with prior works. The significance level between our bvalue calculations is 0.065, as implied by the Utsu test. 24 Variations from the normal value in temporal scale may be caused by an increase in either material heterogeneity 10 or stress level. 11, 12 Over geological time scales, such rapid alteration of heterogeneity is unlikely. Therefore, observed b-value variations are more probably a result of stress accumulation. Conversely, as earthquakes have no implications for broad stress change, we presume spatial variations to be attributed to primarily heterogeneity. The pattern observed in b-value changes over time ( Figure 2 ) and follows three stages: i) oscillations from ~0.2 to 0.8; ii) exponential increase up to ~2.0, raising seismic hazard; followed by iii) stepwise decrease. Assuming cyclical behavior in bvalue variations, oscillations around mean value of 0.5 imply that western Marmara region is experiencing the initial stage. The observed temporal fractal pattern (Figure 1) suggests that the region is continually critically stressed, in accordance with the findings of Scholz 25 and Rundle et al., 26 and is reminiscent of the stress transfer model of Smalley et al. 19 However, consideration of the temporal extent of heterogeneous behavior reduces relevance of fractal pattern. Fractal dimension decreases reported by Sukmono et al. 14 and Lu et al. 15 are further under-gridded by our findings ( Figure  9 ). Spatial b-value distribution results are completely coherent with those previously established. 11, 12 Transitions between normal to higher stress states are characterized by larger earthquakes. After large shocks, stress and consequently b-values drop and fractal dimensions increase. High seismic hazard areas are well constrained by fractal dimensions, as further confirmed by elevated fractal dimensions during statistically homogeneous time periods.
Consistency between observations and modeling results strengthen their relevance to seismic hazard assessment. Anomalously high values of observed and modeled earthquake occurrence rate between 30.85º-31.50ºE longitudes may reflect an asperity zone, as suggested before in various works. [27] [28] [29] [30] Lower predicted values for seismicity may be due to incomplete elimination of aftershocks (Figure 7 ). Over and under estimation of observed earthquakes on the SAFZ occur east at approximately 120.5°W where strike changes abruptly, and approximately 122.5°W as a result of bifurcation (Figure 8 ). Inaccurate estimates may also arise from strength values held constant in the model, inducing a repeated characteristic pattern. Future studies could incorporate spatial fractal distribution to compensate for these artifacts. Assuming micro-earthquakes are symptomatic of larger earthquakes on stickslip fault zones, our model may provide valuable estimates of seismic hazard. We presume fractal spatio-temporal distribution of seismicity. Because fractals and chaos theory contain the concept of scale-invariant behavior, broad scale changes may be evidenced within smaller scales, which simultaneously define the larger picture. Any examination of such a chicken-egg phenomenon requires both conjunctive and separative analysis. Further research could incorporate different tectonic settings and better constraining scale-system interactions, thus contributing to a more complete comprehension of seismic hazard. Moreover, 2D spatial distribution of fractal dimensions ( Figure 3 ) may lead to more robust results. However, extensive tests are required to prove this hypothesis. Therefore, we prefer to limit our research to 1D spatio-temporal distribution.
Conclusions
Here, we argue that use of the renormalization group method in conjunction with fractal analysis of micro-seismicity may provide valuable insights into estimation of seismic hazard estimation. According to our results, the proposed model can be used to predict microearthquake occurrence for strike-slip faults with stick-slip behavior, assuming an increase in the frequency of micro-earthquakes is an indication of larger shock. We further propose that seismically active regions show a temporal b-value pattern: i) oscillating b-values; ii) exponential increase associated with increased seismic hazard (associated by decrease in fractal dimensions); and iii) stepwise decrease. 
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